Is your Revenue Cycle PREPARED FOR VALUE-BASED REIMBURSEMENT?

Or merging health systems? Do you know where you can further automate – and where uncollected dollars are still hiding?

For over 15 years Jacobus Consulting has specialized in Revenue Cycle Transformation that drives improvement through an agile model that’s even more effective in today’s shifting healthcare landscape.

Our analytical and process oriented approach stops revenue leakage and maximizes reimbursement – while reducing costs and eliminating needless manual effort. How? We look at your Revenue Cycle as a whole and improve collaboration that breaks down silos – while optimizing staff productivity, information system performance and process efficiency. Our holistic model encompasses patient access, case management, revenue integrity/charge capture, HIM and business office improvement, across different care settings and with coordinated care teams – and includes a focus on improving customer service.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

- Revenue Cycle Strategy and Planning
- Merger and Acquisition Support
- Patient Access Services
- Case Management Services
- CDM and Revenue Integrity Services
- HIM Services
- SWAT Team and A/R Recovery Services
- Patient Friendly Billing and Customer Service Excellence
- Billing, Collections and Denials Management and Under-Payment Services
- Contract Management and Reimbursement Management
- Revenue Cycle Benchmarking and KPI Performance Analytics
- Staff Revenue Cycle Staff Education and Training
- Revenue Cycle Interim Leadership
- Revenue Cycle Systems Optimization – covering leading vendors – Epic, Cerner, MEDITECH, McKesson, Allscripts, NextGen, others

“**Their approach breaks down silos and creates long-lasting improvement. The Jacobus team was highly skilled and had a way of making our staff feel safe and valued.**”

Melanie Van Winkle, CFO, Mammoth Hospital

For more information contact us at our website, JacobusConsulting.com
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STOPPING PROBLEMS AT THEIR ROOT -
the Jacobus Revenue Cycle “Pillars” model

Jacobus originally developed, and still utilizes, a value-based approach to Revenue Cycle Transformation that pinpoints and stops workflow and system inefficiencies upstream, where they first originate. The model focuses on improving processes that maximizes value while promoting coordination from care team members and collaboration from staff, and leads directly to increased performance.

We train and empower your staff to participate and take ownership so you own the solution and improvement “sticks.” By optimizing efficiencies in each of 7 key “Pillars” of your Revenue Cycle – even if multi-facility – patient satisfaction rises, cost reductions ripple downstream and your business office is transformed into a billing and collections “machine.”

THE JACOBUS DIFFERENCE

What makes our approach to RCT unique?

It’s our value focused model, plus our breadth and depth – we combine robust process redesign, IT systems optimization and workforce empowerment – and at the same time, we teach your Revenue Cycle participants to collaborate well. It’s how you get lasting improvement. We bring our financial performance and healthcare technology expertise along with clinical care delivery knowledge to tie it all together. We never lose sight of the patient. Only Jacobus provides the whole package.

The outcome? You’ll get improved collections and lower costs – plus, you’ll also see happier patients and staff. And we leave you in control of the knowledge and the solution – for lasting results.

ACHIEVE WHAT MATTERS MOST.

To connect with an expert or to receive more information, call us at 949.713.2101 or visit our website at JacobusConsulting.com